A Complex Civil Litigation Case Involving Parties Acting Alone Or In Concert In Which Violations Of Civil Rights Catered To Loss Of A Marriage And Wife

Michael Lee Urquhart (and/or family members) vs. Respondents Identified and In Discovery

1. Case Descriptions And Cases Of Individuals

Internet locations where I have placed and update legal case developments organized as civil lawsuits against individuals intended to make such respondents responsible for their injurious conduct while establishing my model for how anyone must categorically approach protecting their constitutional rights and be effecting of the appropriate settlement terms to make one approach feeling whole again.

2. Case Descriptions And Cases Of Business & City and County and State

Internet locations where I have placed and update legal case developments organized as civil lawsuits against individuals and their organizations intended to make respondents as individuals responsible as well for their injuries caused and for using the cover of an organization to purposely cause harm to me as well.

When They Owe You A New Car

A Capitola By-the-sea police squad assault and battering of my person and damage to my vehicle and the seizing of my family including my wife still missing causing homeless days and nights while later Seaside police and others stalk me at night to move me from sleeping in my vehicle and increased my risk to accidental death and disembemberment causing a collision in Monterey City someone else caused too injuring me and causing property damage to a loss value of usefulness and safety weakening an already worse and unnecessary series of violations of my constitutional rights incorporating acts of maliciousness and inhumanity involving my religious marriage and now their collective acts to my private person and personal property.

The development and organization of complete legal cases in enclosures of Internet archived material publicly available is useful for others in their own civil litigation as a reference model for evaluation of one's own circumstances within their own law basis of rights. The legal case files include those from events caused beginning during March 2006 and earlier, after a neighbor, Karla Rosen, and her husband, pursuant to an undisclosed activity plan, realized or in progress after long term daily contact alone with my wife, interfered unlawfully with our legal marriage created in Puerto Rico and instrumented my false arrest leading to a three day involuntary mental asylum detainment three days after I experienced acute reactions to morphine or its derivative given to me in an emergency hospital after trauma developed in a heart seizure I suffered while asleep, triggering other events they had already willfully perpetrated. A series of encounters ensued with the San Jose Police Department and the YMCA of Silicon Valley including further false arrests and unnecessary mistreatment by the County of Santa Clara Mental Asylum System using hearsay incorporating assassination of character and that produced their false diagnosis that may have been suggested to them of a made up mental condition everyone then found convenient to use as an excuse to continue to batter me as a husband and a man and deprive my of my humanity and constitutional rights while delaying my discovery of medical issues affecting my wife's judgement and how easily she came under the control of others, which led to their causes to further injuries and damages to my family value system. Rosen and Perez from their original offenses in March 2006 led me to discover on my own a type of comrade religious system existing in the YMCA and the same shared ideas of rights to command any man's wife incorporating a callous disregard to conform to protocols of any form to marriage in legal case and religious substance while also being non disclosing of their specific acts of conversion to my wife's religious belief system affecting our marriage in dire ways while in their acts to effect her obedience to their causes for her they injured her permanently too while after more than a two decade association also causing her to meet and associate with the worst people to know including medical professionals causing further issues along the way.